First Class Requirement #4a

Read trail information sheet before beginning.
Write down marker designation found on stake.

Name: ____________________________  Troop: ________________

1. Start at the northwest corner of Steadman Cabin. Start marker.
2. Walk a bearing of 260 for 50 paces. Marker? _____________
3. Walk a bearing of 200 for 56 paces. Marker? _____________
4. Walk a bearing of 290 for 40 paces. Marker? _____________
5. Walk a bearing of 345 for 33 paces. (You should be at a trail intersection) NO MARKER
6. Walk a bearing of 360 for 30 paces. Marker? _____________
7. Continue on the trail for 33 more paces. There will be a clearing on your right.
   Enter the clearing and find the marker. Marker? _____________
8. Walk a bearing 40 for 35 paces. Marker? _____________
9. Walk a bearing 360 for 44 paces. Marker? _____________
10. Walk a bearing 110 for 48 paces. (After 18 paces you should be on a small trail. Follow it
   30 more paces to the marker) Marker? _____________
12. Walk a bearing 130 for 35 paces. Marker? _____________
13. Walk a bearing 110 for 45 paces. Where are you? _____________
    Measure the height of this object ______________
14. Continue on a bearing 110 for 44 paces. Turn to 10 and follow the path to the planter,
    then walk 36 paces on bearing of 280
15. Change bearing to 320 and walk 33 more paces to intersection of trail on right.
16. Walk a bearing 50 for 23 paces. Marker? _____________
17. Continue on path toward Council Lodge and turn right toward Ford Center.
18. Walk to center of bridge over stream.
    Approx. what direction is Council Ring?
    (North, South, East, West?)
19. Proceed to bell post (near flag poles) at parade ground.
    What is the bearing to:
    Camp office _____________
    Yellow fire hydrant _____________

You’re Done! Bring this paper to the Camp Office